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Chronicle of the Horse
This volume examines contemporary reformulations
of the ‘Final Girl’ in film, TV, literature and comic,
expanding the discussion of the trope beyond the
slasher subgenre. Focusing specifically on popular
texts that emerged in the 21st century, the volume
asks: What is the sociocultural context that facilitated
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the remarkable proliferation of the Final Girls? What
kinds of stories are told in these narratives and can
they help us make sense of feminism? What are the
roles of literature and media in the reconsiderations
of Carol J. Clover’s term of thirty years ago and how
does this term continue to inform our understanding
of popular culture? The contributors to this collection
take up these concerns from diverse perspectives and
with different answers, notably spanning theories of
genre, posthumanism, gender, sexuality and race, as
well as audience reception and spectatorship.

The Billboard Book of Number One Hits
When rancher Bobbie Del Rey walks into the
veterinarian’s office with an injured pup, the last
person she expects to see is the one woman she’s
never allowed herself to love. The only thing more
dangerous than the storm raging outside is the
tempest in her heart. Veterinarian Grace Hammond is
looking for a fresh start. Haunted by her past, she
hopes moving back to her hometown will help her find
the strength to stand up for what she needs in
matters of the heart. The moment her first love,
Bobbie Del Rey, walks into her clinic—tall, dark, and
soaking wet—the boundaries Grace desperately
needs become paper thin. Can the heartbreaks of the
past ever truly be mended?

G.K. Hall Women's Studies Index
Vibe is the lifestyle guide to urban music and culture
including celebrities, fashion, beauty, consumer
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electronics, automotive, personal care/grooming, and,
always, music. Edited for a multicultural audience
Vibe creates trends as much as records them.

Schwann
We End in Joy: Memoirs of a First Daughter offers an
extraordinary perspective on public life in an intimate
account from the daughter of a highly controversial
southern governor and a widely beloved first lady.
Angela Jordan enjoyed a comfortable and quiet life in
Vicksburg, the small southern town in which she was
reared. She was a thirty-five-year-old mother of three
daughters, and a woman with a politically liberal bent,
when, against all history's odds, Mississippians
elected her conservative Republican father, Kirk
Fordice, governor in 1991. Suddenly fate threw the
whole Fordice family into the glaring lights of public
life. They made headlines, enlivened the 6 o'clock
television news, and provided fodder for every dinner
table conversation and robust political speculation
around the Southeast. As the Governor and First Lady
Fordices' longstanding marriage dissolved slowly and
publicly over two terms in office, everyone with a
newspaper subscription or a cable connection
watched the train wreck and high-profile betrayals. In
honest, direct, sometimes poignant, and often funny
prose, the author offers a rare glimpse into a
profoundly complex family and its painfully public fall
from grace. Though the book is the story behind the
headlines of one of Mississippi's prominent families,
Jordan's narrative will also resonate with anyone who
has experienced humiliation, divorce, or loss, whether
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public or private. Through it all, Jordan finds a story of
joy ascendant, and the wonder of discovering that in
the deepest sorrow, light and love always shine
through.

Final Girls, Feminism and Popular
Culture
With more than eighteen thousand capsule film
reviews and three hundred new entries, this updated
version of this classic movie and video guide offers
readers a comprehensive reference to the world of
film, including more than six thousand DVD titles,
along with valuable information on performers,
ratings, running times, and helpful features. Original.

Life After War Box Set 1-3
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's
premier weekly music publication and a diverse
digital, events, brand, content and data licensing
platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts
and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music,
video, gaming, media, digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends.

Unisa English Studies
The Hate U Give
Billboard
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Nick Vrajich describes his personal journey from a
small village in Yugoslavia, an interrogation camp in
Germany, and eventually to the free world where he
becomes an American.

The Road to Disappearance
This collector's edition of the acclaimed, bestselling
novel contains a letter from the author, deleted
scenes, a picture of the author as a teen rapper, an
annotated playlist, Angie's top 5 MCs, an annotated
rap, illustrated quotes from the book, and an excerpt
from Angie's next novel. #1 New York Times
bestseller · Seven starred reviews · Boston GlobeHorn Book Award Honor Book "For all the struggle in
this book, Thomas rarely misses a step as a writer.
Thomas continues to hold up that mirror with grace
and confidence. We are lucky to have her, and lucky
to know a girl like Bri."--The New York Times Book
Review Sixteen-year-old Bri wants to be one of the
greatest rappers of all time. Or at least win her first
battle. As the daughter of an underground hip hop
legend who died right before he hit big, Bri's got
massive shoes to fill. But it's hard to get your come
up when you're labeled a hoodlum at school, and your
fridge at home is empty after your mom loses her job.
So Bri pours her anger and frustration into her first
song, which goes viral . . . for all the wrong reasons.
Bri soon finds herself at the center of a controversy,
portrayed by the media as more menace than MC. But
with an eviction notice staring her family down, Bri
doesn't just want to make it--she has to. Even if it
means becoming the very thing the public has made
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her out to be. Insightful, unflinching, and full of heart,
On the Come Up is an ode to hip hop from one of the
most influential literary voices of a generation. It is
the story of fighting for your dreams, even as the
odds are stacked against you; and about how,
especially for young black people, freedom of speech
isn't always free.

Against the Odds & Common Sense
Provides lists of hit songs by date with information on
the artist, songwriter, producer, label, and offering
interviews with popular artists.

Schwann Spectrum
A group of resourceful kids start solutionseekers.com, a website where cybervisitors can get
answers to questions that trouble them. But when one
questioner asks the true meaning of Christmas, the
kids seek to unravel the mystery by journeying back
through the prophecies of the Old Testament. What
they find is a series of S words that reveal a
spectacular story With creative characters, humorous
dialogue and great music, The S Files is a children's
Christmas musical your kids will love performing.

Against All Grain
Untold Miles of Lawless, Apocalyptic Roads Fated to
lead New America, seven gifted people survive a
nuclear apocalypse only to find themselves on a crosscountry quest through horrors that will shake the very
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core of who they thought they were. These longdenied protectors of humanity are destined to rebuild
their country…if they can stay alive long enough to
find each other. This file contains the first three books
of the Life After War series: The Survivors Adrian’s
Eagles Nuclear Ashes

The Saturday Evening Post
Includes extra sessions.

Against the odds
TV Guide
Opus
A history of the Creek Indians.

The Guinness Encyclopedia of Popular
Music
Leonard Maltin's Movie & Video Guide
2004
Published for the first time in hard cover this
invaluable handbook contains 1000 entries taken
from the Encyclopedia of Popular Music, offering an
insight into the 60s -- the most analyzed yet least
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understood decade in the history of popular music. It
includes every artist who had a significant impact on
the development of rock and pop music in those ten
years, from the Beatles-led invasion of America to the
States' own pop aristocracy of Phil Spector and the
Beach Boys, from the rise of Motown to the arrival of
psychedelia and the Summer of Love. A perfect mix of
fact and informed opinion contained in one single
volume. Covers the essential elements -- dates,
career facts, discography, album ratings plus a sense
of context for each artist.

We End in Joy
Best Sellers
Vibe
Against the Odds
Offers recipes for a paleo diet, including Spanish
frittata with chorizo, Korean beef noodle bowls, and
lemon vanilla bean macaroons.

Fat Angie
Holstein-Friesian Register
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The Village Lawyer
Women's Studies Index
#1 New York Times bestseller · Seven starred reviews
· Boston Globe-Horn Book Award Honor Book “For all
the struggle in this book, Thomas rarely misses a step
as a writer. Thomas continues to hold up that mirror
with grace and confidence. We are lucky to have her,
and lucky to know a girl like Bri.”—The New York
Times Book Review This digital edition contains a
letter from the author, deleted scenes, a picture of
the author as a teen rapper, an annotated playlist,
Angie’s top 5 MCs, an annotated rap, illustrated
quotes from the book, and an excerpt from Angie’s
next novel, Concrete Rose. Sixteen-year-old Bri wants
to be one of the greatest rappers of all time. Or at
least win her first battle. As the daughter of an
underground hip hop legend who died right before he
hit big, Bri’s got massive shoes to fill. But it’s hard to
get your come up when you’re labeled a hoodlum at
school, and your fridge at home is empty after your
mom loses her job. So Bri pours her anger and
frustration into her first song, which goes viral . . . for
all the wrong reasons. Bri soon finds herself at the
center of a controversy, portrayed by the media as
more menace than MC. But with an eviction notice
staring her family down, Bri doesn’t just want to make
it—she has to. Even if it means becoming the very
thing the public has made her out to be. Insightful,
unflinching, and full of heart, On the Come Up is an
ode to hip hop from one of the most influential literary
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voices of a generation. It is the story of fighting for
your dreams, even as the odds are stacked against
you; and about how, especially for young black
people, freedom of speech isn’t always free.

The Virgin Encyclopedia of Sixties Music
For courses in Liberal Arts Mathematics. This text
succeeds at what other texts only attempt: it
demystifies mathematics. It presents the
fundamentals of a variety of mathematical disciplines
in a straightforward, easy-to-understand manner. The
emphasis is on developing skills and confidence in
mathematics for students with a wide range of
abilities. The only prerequisite is a working knowledge
of arithmetic. Extensive content revisions and the
introduction of new material make this edition even
more accessible than previous editions.

Journal
Angie overeats to cope with the taunts of the ultramean girls, her attempted suicide in front of a packed
gym, and the status of her captured war-hero sister,
until KC Romance comes to town and sees Angie for
who she really is.

Joel Whitburn Presents Daily #1 Hits
1940-1992
Fundamentals of Mathematics
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After Hours
On the Come Up
8 starred reviews ∙ Goodreads Choice Awards Best of
the Best ∙ William C. Morris Award Winner ∙ National
Book Award Longlist ∙ Printz Honor Book ∙ Coretta
Scott King Honor Book ∙ #1 New York Times
Bestseller! "Absolutely riveting!" —Jason Reynolds
"Stunning." —John Green "This story is necessary.
This story is important." —Kirkus (starred review)
"Heartbreakingly topical." —Publishers Weekly
(starred review) "A marvel of verisimilitude."
—Booklist (starred review) "A powerful, in-your-face
novel." —Horn Book (starred review) Sixteen-year-old
Starr Carter moves between two worlds: the poor
neighborhood where she lives and the fancy suburban
prep school she attends. The uneasy balance between
these worlds is shattered when Starr witnesses the
fatal shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil at the
hands of a police officer. Khalil was unarmed. Soon
afterward, his death is a national headline. Some are
calling him a thug, maybe even a drug dealer and a
gangbanger. Protesters are taking to the streets in
Khalil’s name. Some cops and the local drug lord try
to intimidate Starr and her family. What everyone
wants to know is: what really went down that night?
And the only person alive who can answer that is
Starr. But what Starr does—or does not—say could
upend her community. It could also endanger her life.
And don't miss On the Come Up, Angie Thomas's
powerful follow-up to The Hate U Give.
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Bowker's Complete Video Directory, 1998
Little Fighters: Miracle Conjoined Twins
2004 Movie & Video Guide
A collection of articles and stories around the theme
of facing difficulties and overcoming them. Suggested
level: primary.

Mending Fences
Leonard Maltin's Movie Guide
On 2 December 2009 two very special baby boys
were born in a Great Ormond Street hospital in
London. Joined from chest to pelvis, the conjoined
twins Hassan and Hussein Benhaffaf’s heart-warming
and remarkable fight for life against all odds earned
them the title “The Little Fighters”. Written from the
heart by their mother Angie, this inspirational book
takes you on a miraculous journey from the lifechanging moment she discovered her babies were
joined to the agony of their separation surgery. From
conception to separation and beyond this is a gripping
tale of a mother who risked everything so that her
boys could have a chance at life. Featuring personal
family photos, Little Fighters is a story of courage
under fire, hope and unconditional love. This story has
struck a chord with every parent who knows that they
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would stop at nothing to do the best you can for their
children. Angie and Azzedine have done this and lots
more and captured the hearts of a whole nation in the
process. This revised edition carries the story beyond
the twins’ second birthday and the fitting of their first
prosthetic limbs. Hassan and Hussein, the miracle
twins, are walking!

On the Come Up Collector's Edition
Drum
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